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Abstract

Animal species present relatively high levels of gene conservation, and yet
they display a great variety of cell type and tissue phenotypes. These diverse
phenotypes aremainly specified through differential gene usage,which relies
on several mechanisms. Two of the most relevant mechanisms are regulated
gene transcription, usually referred to as gene expression (rGE), and reg-
ulated alternative splicing (rAS). Several works have addressed how either
rGE or rAS contributes to phenotypic diversity throughout evolution, but a
back-to-back comparison between the two molecular mechanisms, specif-
ically highlighting both their common regulatory principles and unique
properties, is still missing. In this review, we propose an innovative frame-
work for the unified comparison between rGE and rAS from different per-
spectives: the three-dimensional (3D)-evo space. We use the 3D-evo space
to comprehensively (a) review the molecular basis of rGE and rAS (i.e., the
molecular axis), (b) depict the tissue-specific phenotypes they contribute to
(i.e., the tissue axis), and (c) describe the determinants that drive the evolu-
tion of rGE and rAS programs (i.e., the evolution axis). Finally, we unify the
perspectives emerging from the three axes by discussing general trends and
specific examples of rGE and rAS tissue program evolution.
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Bilaterian: species
characterized by
bilateral symmetry, in
at least some life
stages, and three
embryonic germ
layers; their last
common ancestor
dates to 700 million
years ago

1. INTRODUCTION

The release of the first human genome assembly 21 years ago had major implications for almost
all biomedical disciplines (57, 124). The subsequent determination of genomic sequences from
additional species spurred several new investigation fields, among which comparative genomics is
arguably the most relevant (18). However, genomic sequences alone are not enough to uncover
the molecular events underlying most phenotypic differences between species (51). Species as di-
verse as humans and fruit flies share many genes [e.g., 60% of human disease-associated genes are
conserved in the fruit fly (22)], suggesting that biological differences must greatly be due to the
way these species make use of the common genomic information and how conserved genes dif-
ferentially fulfill their functional potential in each species. This differential gene usage is achieved
through multiple gene regulatory mechanisms, with two of the most relevant being regulated
gene transcription (usually referred to simply as gene expression, rGE) and regulated alternative
splicing (rAS).

rGE and rAS are two pretranslational regulatory mechanisms that shape the transcriptome
in distinctive ways and have unique evolutionary origins. On one hand, rGE enables quantita-
tive transcriptional changes, determining which genes are activated and to what extent in differ-
ent contexts. All organisms within the Archaea, Bacteria, and Eukaryota domains present some
form of rGE, hinting that this regulatory mechanism dates back to the last universal common
ancestor (LUCA). On the other hand, rAS introduces qualitative differences in the pool of gen-
erated transcripts. More specifically, rAS mediates the differential combination of a gene’s exons
and introns to generate precise proportions of multiple transcript isoforms, depending on the
biological context. By definition, alternative splicing (regulated or not) can only occur in genes
composed of exons and introns, and therefore it likely originated during eukaryogenesis (42, 43),
following the appearance of complex exon–intron gene structures (52, 94, 97). Crucially, in several
cases, alternative splicing occurs simply as a consequence of spliceosomal noise or errors, without
a clear biological significance (121). Thus, in this review, we restrict the focus to rAS, concen-
trating on those events where the generation of alternative isoforms occurs in a controlled and
genetically encoded manner, more likely associated with significant biological outcomes (79, 122,
129).

Previous reviews have addressed how either rGE or rAS contributes to phenotypic diversity
throughout animal evolution (39, 96, 104, 125). However, these separate studies fail to highlight
how the two molecular mechanisms, despite shaping the transcriptome with unique modalities,
share a deep-rooted regulatory logic at numerous levels. To fill this gap, we propose a back-to-
back comparison between rGE and rAS in the context of tissue evolution across bilaterian animals,
introducing an innovative framework that allows the unified discussion of different perspectives:
the three-dimensional (3D)-evo space. The 3D-evo space is defined by three axes, each associ-
ated with a distinct theme (Figure 1). The molecular axis describes the molecular basis of rGE
and rAS in the light of their common regulatory principles and the distinct modalities through
which they shape the transcriptome. The tissue axis exemplifies how rGE and rAS programs, or-
chestrated respectively by transcription and splicing master regulators, define tissue phenotypes
across bilaterian animals. The evolution axis analyzes four common features of rGE and rAS pro-
grams, related either to the master regulators [transcription factors (TFs)/splicing factors (SFs)]
or to their respective targets (genes/exons), which determine the evolutionary fate of the ances-
tral regulatory programs. Finally, we conceptually step into the 3D-evo volume and we unify the
perspectives emerging from the three axes by discussing general trends and specific examples of
the evolution of rGE and rAS tissue programs across bilaterian animals.
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Figure 1

Schematic representation of the three-dimensional (3D)-evo space, which is defined by three conceptual
axes. The molecular axis describes the molecular basis of regulated gene expression (rGE) and regulated
alternative splicing (rAS), focusing on their common regulatory principles and different regulatory outcomes
(quantitative versus qualitative). The tissue axis exemplifies how transcription factors (TFs) and splicing
factors (SFs) respectively orchestrate rGE and rAS programs that shape tissue phenotypes in bilaterian
animals. The evolution axis analyzes the determinants that control the evolutionary fate (yellow and blue) of
ancestral regulatory programs (green). Each evolutionary scenario is described in detail in Figure 4.

2. THE MOLECULAR AXIS

rGE and rAS are both key molecular mechanisms for shaping the characteristic transcriptome of
each cell and tissue type in multicellular organisms, even if they do it with distinctive modalities:
While rGE determines the quantity of transcript generated by a given gene (i.e., howmuch a gene
is expressed), rAS primarily shapes qualitative features (i.e.,what versions, or isoforms, of a gene are
expressed) (Figure 2a,b). However, rGE and rAS largely follow the same fundamental regulatory
principles: They both rely on the specific interpretation of cis-regulatory elements by a set of trans-
acting factors (Figure 2c,d). In the context of the molecular axis, we first discuss the molecular
basis of rGE and rAS in the light of their common regulatory logic; then, we describe how master
regulators of rGE and rAS can elegantly coordinate multiple genes and exons into functional
and biologically relevant regulatory programs and explore the interconnections between the two
regulatory layers.
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Figure 2

The molecular basis of rGE and rAS. (a,b) rGE and rAS induce (a) quantitative and (b) qualitative
transcriptomic changes, respectively. (c) Core and auxiliary determinants necessary for rGE. Core
cis-regulatory elements [i.e., the promoter, TSS, and PAS] and the main core trans-acting factor (RNA Pol II)
are depicted in green. Auxiliary cis-regulatory elements (enhancers/silencers) and auxiliary trans-acting
factors (TFs) appear in purple. The legend is in common with panel d. (d) Core and auxiliary determinants
necessary for rAS of a cassette exon (light blue). Core cis-regulatory elements (5′ ss and 3′ ss, BP, and PPT) and
the core spliceosomal components (U1, U2, and U4/U6.U5) are depicted in green. Auxiliary determinants
appear in purple. The box depicts all types of auxiliary cis-regulatory elements (ISS, ESE, ESS, and ISE),
while auxiliary trans-acting factors are mainly SFs. For simplicity, only TFs and SFs that positively regulate
transcription or inclusion (i.e., by binding to enhancers and ESEs/ISEs, respectively) are represented.
However, TFs and SFs can also negatively regulate transcription and inclusion by binding to silencers and
ESSs/ISSs, respectively. Abbreviations: BP, branch point; ESE, exonic splicing enhancer; ESS, exonic
splicing silencer; ISE, intronic splicing enhancer; ISS, intronic splicing silencer; PAS, polyadenylation site;
PPT, polypyrimidine tract; rAS, regulated alternative splicing; rGE, regulated gene expression; RNA Pol II,
RNA polymerase II; SF, splicing factor; ss, splice sites; TF, transcription factor; TSS, transcription start site.

2.1. The Molecular Basis of rGE Programs

Gene expression normally refers to themolecular process of transcription, by which aDNA region
(a gene) serves as a template for the production of a pre-mRNA (a transcript) by an RNA poly-
merase.The pre-mRNA is further processed intomaturemRNAand, in the case of protein-coding
genes, translated into a protein. rGE is normally a tightly regulated process, resulting in consider-
able variation in the pool of expressed genes and their relative levels across biological contexts. rGE
is mediated by a set of cis-regulatory elements that are recognized by a series of trans-acting factors
(55), both of which can be conceptually classified into core and auxiliary determinants (Figure 2c).
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In complex biological contexts, core determinants are necessary for transcription to occur but are
usually not sufficient to drive gene expression, while auxiliary determinants alone cannot initiate
transcription but are normally responsible for the precise spatiotemporal and quantitative regula-
tion of the process (107). Auxiliary cis-regulatory elements are mainly classified into enhancers and
silencers depending on the effect they exert on gene expression (activation and repression, respec-
tively) (74), and in bilaterian genomes they are usually located at great distance from their target
gene. Auxiliary cis-regulatory elements affect gene expression only when recognized by auxiliary
trans-factors, mainly TFs. TFs often have a DNA-binding domain, which allows them to bind the
cis-regulatory elements, and one or more regulatory domains, which interact with other proteins
driving either activation or repression of the transcriptional process, depending on the nature of
the TF (for a detailed review of binding patterns and modalities of TFs, see 107). Notably, each
gene is usually controlled by the combinatorial activity of several TFs and cofactors (106).

2.2. The Molecular Basis of rAS Programs

Eukaryotic genes are organized into exons (from the term expressed regions) and introns (from
the term intragenic regions) (4, 27), which are both transcribed into the pre-mRNA but usually
encounter different fates upon splicing: While introns are normally excised from the pre-mRNA,
exons are joined together to form the mature transcript. Alternative splicing occurs when differ-
ent transcript isoforms, characterized by distinct combinations of exons and introns, are generated
from the same gene (27). Depending on how exons and introns are combined in the final tran-
script, four major types of alternative splicing are defined (49): (a) exon skipping, when an exon
(known as a cassette exon) is fully removed from the mature transcript together with its flanking
introns; (b) alternative 5′ splice site selection or (c) alternative 3′ splice site selection, when two or
more splice sites are present at the 3′ or 5′ end of the exon, allowing the incorporation of slightly
different versions of the same exon; and (d) intron retention, where an entire intron is maintained
in the processed mRNA. Regardless of the type, alternative splicing can exert two major molec-
ular functions. First, it can generate protein isoforms with slightly different sequences, with the
potential to alter or fine-tune the canonical gene function in particular cellular contexts (122).
These functional adjustments range from alterations of mRNA and protein molecular proper-
ties (e.g., subcellular location, stability, and DNA-/RNA-/protein-binding specificity and affinity)
to modulation of multiple cell behaviors (e.g., proliferation, apoptosis, migration, and adhesion)
(48). Second, rAS events can induce gene expression downregulation: The inclusion or skipping
of specific sequences might disrupt the open reading frame, producing truncated proteins or in-
troducing premature termination codons, which in turn trigger mRNA degradation through the
nonsense-mediated decay pathway (34). Thus, through its qualitative regulation, rAS may in fact
produce quantitative effects. While all types of rAS can potentially exert all these functions, we
limit the remaining discussion to exon skipping, since it is the most common and studied rAS type
in bilaterians and more often gives rise to alternative functional protein isoforms.

rAS can be defined, in a neat parallelism with rGE, by its dependency on both core and aux-
iliary determinants (i.e., cis-regulatory elements and trans-acting factors): Core determinants are
necessary for splicing to occur, while auxiliary determinants mediate differences in splicing pat-
terns across biological contexts (Figure 2d). Auxiliary cis-regulatory elements are located in either
exons or introns and are able to either promote (enhancers) or repress (silencers) splicing of their
target regions (23). The need for auxiliary elements is particularly strong for exons with weak
core splicing signals, which are more often associated with inefficient or noisy alternative splicing
but can become part of highly regulated rAS programs in the presence of the right enhancers
and/or silencers (19, 65, 77, 114). Splicing enhancers and silencers fulfill their regulatory poten-
tial on the splicing reaction when bound by auxiliary trans-acting factors, which can be roughly
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subdivided into two different types: general or tissue-specific SFs.General SFs are expressed across
most conditions and tissues but show varying levels of expression and activity across biological
contexts. Serine- and arginine-rich (SR) proteins (63) and heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleopro-
teins (hnRNPs) (73) are the most relevant protein superfamilies of general SFs and contribute
to the generation of unique spatiotemporal rAS patterns by establishing complex synergistic and
antagonistic interactions. However, tissue-specific SFs are expressed in a tissue-restricted manner
and contribute to the establishment of rAS programs exclusively in particular tissue contexts, as
exemplified in the next sections.

2.3. Transcription Factors and Splicing Factors as Master Regulators

TFs and SFs share the ability to trigger unique rGE or rAS molecular programs through co-
ordinated regulation of hundreds of functionally related targets (genes and exons, respectively),
thus acting as master regulators in particular biological contexts. Remarkably, TFs and SFs can
influence the behavior of their targets with two main modalities, namely (a) positive regulation,
resulting in increased expression of regulated genes or inclusion of target exons, and (b) negative
regulation, decreasing gene expression or inclusion levels of specific gene/exon targets (Figure 3).
However, TFs and SFs greatly differ in their ability to carry out these two molecular functions.

On one hand, TFs are broadly classified as either activators or repressors. Thus, they usually
trigger rGE programs composed of numerous genes that all change their expression in a pre-
cise direction (either increased or decreased). Examples for each of these two categories of TFs
include ASCL1 (91) and REST (13, 14), an activator and a repressor, respectively (Figure 3).
Despite the general trend, some TFs can act as either positive or negative regulators depending
on the cellular context, the external stimuli, or their own expression levels (68). One example is
PAX6, a homeobox TF that simultaneously activates and represses different sets of targets in the
various contexts where it is expressed (112, 117).

On the other hand, SFs are normally associated with bothmolecular functions (i.e., positive and
negative regulation). In fact, the same SFs can either promote or repress exon inclusion depending
on the position of their auxiliary cis-regulatory elements around the target exon. This positional
dependency was first reported for NOVA1 and NOVA2, two paralog SFs that were shown to
generally promote or repress exon inclusionwhen binding downstreamor upstream andwithin the
target exons, respectively (61, 123). Since then, most SFs have been shown to have this positional
regulatory effect (131, 135). However, there are some exceptions to this rule, as some SFs (nearly)
exclusively act as positive (e.g., SRRM4 and its paralog SRRM3) (44) or negative (e.g.,PTBP1) (40)
regulators of exon inclusion (Figure 3). Still, the widespread dual regulatory nature of SFs implies
a fundamental difference in the rAS programs triggered by SFs compared to the rGE programs
orchestrated byTFs:While rGE programs generally refer to a set of genes that are either activated
or repressed by a given TF, rAS programs promoted by SFs normally include target exons that
change their inclusion levels in both directions (i.e., increased or decreased inclusion), becoming
respectively more or less represented in the resulting pool of isoforms.

2.4. Interconnections Between rGE and rAS

TFs and SFs act as master regulators by establishing rGE and rAS programs, respectively, but the
correct specification of phenotypic features often relies on the crosstalk between the two molec-
ular layers: In fact, many SFs have been known to determine the generation of TFs transcripts,
and TFs in turn regulate the transcription of target SFs (35, 64, 87). However, although cross-
regulation between rGE and rAS layers is frequent, intralayer regulation is favored for both TFs
and SFs (53). Moreover, the set of effector genes that undergo either one type of regulation or
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TF and SF master regulators orchestrate rGE and rAS programs through positive and/or negative regulation of their target genes and
exons. (Center) Scheme of the two different types of regulation, positive (top) and negative (bottom), that master regulators, TFs (left) and
SFs (right), can exert on the relative targets in order to coordinate complex regulatory programs. Some TFs and SFs exert both
regulatory potentials. Thicker borders indicate the most common regulatory nature of each class of master regulators (either positive or
negative for TFs, both positive and negative for SFs). Examples of master regulators for each category are shown on the left (rGE) and
right (rAS) sides. (Top left) High levels of ASCL1 promote expression of its target genes. (Center left) PAX6 simultaneously activates and
represses different sets of target genes. (Bottom left) High levels of REST inhibit the expression of its target genes. (Top right) SRRM3
and SRRM4 promote microexon inclusion. (Center right) NOVA1 and NOVA2 exhibit both positive and negative regulatory potential
depending on the location of the target auxiliary cis-regulatory elements. (Bottom right) PTBP1 is a splicing repressor that negatively
regulates exon inclusion of its target exons. Abbreviations: rAS, regulated alternative splicing; rGE, regulated gene expression; SF,
splicing factor; TF, transcription factor.

another seems to be largely independent. In Arabidopsis thaliana, the sets of genes with rGE or rAS
activated under stress conditions or in specific tissue contexts were shown to be highly nonover-
lapping and characterized by distinctive architectural features (72). Compared to the genomic
average, rGE/rAS targets present (a) significantly stronger/weaker splice sites, (b) higher/lower
number of introns, and (c) longer/shorter promoter regions with more/fewer TF binding sites,
respectively. Thus, even if the crosstalk between rGE and rAS regulatory layers is required for
the correct generation of transcriptomic programs, TFs and SFs seem to preferentially regulate
nonoverlapping sets of genes.

3. THE TISSUE AXIS

In this section, we move along the tissue axis of the 3D-evo space, highlighting the connections
between tissue-specific TF and SF master regulators (hereafter referred to as TFs and SFs), the
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regulatory programs they orchestrate, and the variety of tissue-related biological phenotypes they
determine. The logic underlying these tissue-restricted regulatory programs is elegant, as it im-
plies that the phenotypic features specified by particular master regulators are triggered only in
those biological contexts where themaster regulators are specifically expressed.Most of themaster
regulators described in the following paragraphs are conserved across bilaterians, but for simplic-
ity we mainly discuss the tissue phenotypes they specify in human and/or mouse. However, we
adopt a more general, pan-bilaterian perspective in later sections.

3.1. Tissue-Specific rGE Programs

An exemplary case of a tissue-specific rGE program is represented by the transcriptional cascade
activated by ASCL1, a proneural TF that coordinates rGE programs in both proliferating and
differentiating neural progenitors and facilitates expression of its target genes by inducing an
increase in chromatin accessibility (91). ASCL1 plays a key role in neuronal differentiation,
and it is one of three TFs able to generate functional neurons from mouse fibroblasts (126)
or from human pluripotent stem cells (85) (Figure 4a). The precise definition of the nervous
system also relies on REST, a transcriptional repressor highly expressed in nonneuronal tissues
where it inhibits genes involved in the specification of neuronal-like traits (13, 14) (Figure 4a).
Similar to the nervous system, the correct development and preservation of other somatic and
germline tissues depend on the controlled expression of a few TFs and on the rGE programs
they coordinate, as illustrated in Figure 4a.

While many human TFs indeed show preferential expression exclusively in one tissue (55),
many others are actually activated in a few tissue contexts where they can regulate distinct rGE
programs depending on the cellular conditions. These conditions include (a) the pool of available
TFs/cofactors, which act combinatorially to determine target activation or repression, and (b) the
accessibility and sensitivity of the cognate cis-regulatory elements, which are known to be highly
cell type specific (38).For instance,PAX6 (Figure 4b) is highly expressed in developing andmature
neurons where it is necessary for the correct specification of both the retina (37) and the central
nervous system (103), often in cooperation with SOX2TFs,which co-occupy several PAX6-bound
promoters (117). However, PAX6 is also required for the precise specification of pancreatic islet
cell types (100, 108), where its endocrine-specific role is mediated by the interaction with other
TFs and cofactors such as MAF and NEUROD1 (47) as well as the islet-specific accessibility of
several PAX6-responsive cis-regulatory elements (116).

3.2. Tissue-Specific rAS Programs

rAS programs are mainly established through strict modulation of the SF expression patterns,
which can then regulate their respective target exons exclusively in well-defined tissue contexts.
Tissue-specific programs of alternative exons are particularly abundant in the neural tissue,muscle,
and testis but are also highly represented in embryonic stem, adipose, or immune cells (among
others) (3, 20, 28, 115). Additionally, the tissues most enriched for rAS events are also those with
the highest number of highly differentially expressed SFs (30), showing a nice correlation between
tissue-specific SF expression and the emergence of tissue-specific rAS programs.

SRRM3 and SRRM4 are canonical examples of tissue-specific SFs, as they are prevalently
expressed at the neural level, where they activate a rAS program of neuronal microexons
(Figure 4c). Neuronal microexons are very short (3–27 nucleotides long) and highly conserved
exons specifically included in neural transcripts, and their misregulation has been associated
with autism spectrum disorder in humans (44, 88) and impairment of central nervous system
development in mice (81, 89, 90). On the contrary, PTBP1 is a negative splicing regulator
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Figure 4

Tissue-specific TFs and SFs orchestrate rGE and rAS programs linked to tissue-specific phenotypes. (a) rGE programs orchestrated by
TFs with tissue-specific expression. (b) A TF that orchestrates distinct rGE programs in different tissue contexts. (c) rAS programs
orchestrated by SFs with tissue-specific expression. (d) An SF that orchestrates distinct rAS programs in different tissue contexts. The
dashed boxes represent the expression profiles of each master regulator across tissues, where black and white circles indicate domains
with high and low/no expression levels, respectively. Transparent target genes/exons represent downstream effectors not regulated in
that particular context. Abbreviations: CNS, central nervous system; rAS, regulated alternative splicing; rGE, regulated gene
expression; SF, splicing factor; TF, transcription factor.

highly expressed in embryonic stem cells and neuronal progenitors (as well as in most other
nonneural cells), where it represses the inclusion of a specific set of neurally included exons and
microexons and triggers a rAS program crucial to the inhibition of neuronal differentiation (64)
(Figure 4c). Additional cases of tissue-specific splicing regulators outside the nervous system
are illustrated in Figure 4c, including the epithelial-associated ESRP1/ESRP2 (130) or the
differentiation-associated MBNL1/MBNL2 (36) SFs.
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Some SFsmight drive diverse rAS programs when expressed in different tissues; in fact, in a fine
parallelism with rGE programs, distinct tissue-related regulatory outcomes depend on the cellular
context. For instance, NOVA1 and NOVA2 (Figure 4d) are highly expressed at the neural level
(8, 132) and essential for motor-neuronal viability (46) (among many other functions). However,
NOVA1 is also expressed in pancreatic β cells, where it orchestrates an rAS program of targets
enriched for exocytosis and insulin secretion, two functions impaired upon NOVA1 silencing in
both human and mouse β cells (128). Similarly, NOVA2 is expressed during angiogenesis, where
it controls the formation of the vascular lumen by contributing to correct endothelial cell polar-
ity (26). NOVA1 and NOVA2 target exons are also sometimes coregulated by other SFs, which
contribute to the generation of cell type variation in rAS programs. For instance, NOVA1 and
NOVA2 orchestrate different rAS programs between inhibitory and excitatory neurons, which
are partially assisted by the interaction with PTBP2 (99). In other cases, NOVA1 and NOVA2 tar-
get exons are coregulated by RBFOX proteins, which share the same positional dependency and
thus, depending on the relative location of their binding sites, can impact exon inclusion either
synergistically or antagonistically; however, in all cases, successful regulation of the target exons
only occurs in those cellular contexts where both SFs are expressed (134).

4. THE EVOLUTION AXIS

In this section, we conceptually move along the evolution axis to explore how a few key features
affect the evolutionary fate of tissue-specific rGE and rAS programs controlled by master reg-
ulators. Again, we can draw a neat parallelism between the two regulatory mechanisms, as the
evolution of rGE and rAS programs can be evaluated by assessing four common features. Such
features are based on a conceptualization of rGE and rAS programs as networks (Figure 5a) in
which a central hub (the regulator) is connected tomultiple terminal nodes (targets) through edges
(regulatory interactions). These features thus either relate to the nature of the master regulators
(hub features A and B) or are associated with their relative targets (node and edge features C and
D). In particular, conservation of rGE and rAS programs occurs when diverging species conserve
master regulators (TFs and SFs) with the same binding specificity and regulatory activity (hub fea-
ture A) and regulated expression pattern (hub feature B), plus the same pool of target genes/exons
(node feature C) and the relative adequate cis-regulatory elements (edge feature D). Importantly,
the master regulator–related features further strengthen the connection among all components
of the 3D-evo space, as they directly refer to the regulatory nature of the TFs and SFs, which is
described in the molecular axis (hub feature A), and their tissue-specific expression profiles, which
are the foundation of the tissue axis (hub feature B). While the preservation of these four fea-
tures is the sine qua non condition for the full evolutionary conservation of an rGE/rAS program,
they also represent the raw material to act upon in order to rewire existing networks and even-
tually define and redefine biological traits. Importantly, a large body of work indicates that, for
both rGE and rAS, changes involving master regulators (hub features A and B), often referred to
as trans changes, are expected to be highly pleiotropic, resulting in widespread phenotype effects,
and are thus less likely to occur. By contrast, changes involving individual targets, particularly their
cis-regulatory elements (edge feature D) usually known as cis changes, can have more subtle and
gradual effects and are thus more common. In the next paragraphs, we describe how conservation
or modifications at the level of these four features shaped extant bilaterian rGE/rAS programs.

4.1. Evolution of rGE Programs

The first two features determining the evolution of rGE programs depend on the nature of the
master regulators (TFs) themselves. First of all, conservation of rGE programs across species
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Evolutionary determinants of rGE and rAS programs. (a) Features influencing the evolution of rGE and rAS
programs. Features A and B (yellow) depend on the master regulator’s nature; features C and D (blue) are
related to the targets. (b) Examples of how changes at the master regulator level [i.e., changes in binding
specificity/regulatory activity (hub feature A) and expression pattern (hub feature B); yellow] or the target
level [i.e., changes in the pool of targets (nodes feature C) and turnover of cis-regulatory elements (edges
feature D); blue] induce rewiring of ancestral rGE and rAS programs (green). All master regulator–related
changes and acquired or lost targets and regulatory interactions are highlighted in red. Transparent elements
indicate existing targets that are not controlled by the master regulator and existing regulatory interactions
that are not fulfilled in the tissue contexts where the master regulator is expressed. For simplicity, we
represent changes in hub features A and B only for rGE programs and changes in node feature C and edge
feature D only for rAS programs. However, changes in all features contribute to the evolution of both
regulatory layers. Abbreviations: rAS, regulated alternative splicing; rGE, regulated gene expression; SF,
splicing factor; TF, transcription factor.
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implies that homologous TFs are able to bind the same set of genomic sequences and to carry out
the same regulatory activity (hub feature A). The preferential recognition of a set of sequences
(i.e., the binding specificity) is mediated by the DNA-binding domain, while the regulatory
activity (i.e., the ultimate positive or negative regulation of the target genes) is generally carried
out by the regulatory domains. The binding specificity of TFs has often been under purifying
selection during bilaterian evolution (6), as demonstrated by hundreds of Drosophila TFs showing
highly conserved binding specificities in mammals (82). However, evolutionary changes in TF
binding preferences have indeed been adopted to rewire existing rGE programs, as attested by
several TF families (e.g., CH2H) that have had extensive divergence in binding specificities in
bilaterian evolution (56, 80). From a mechanistic point of view, differences in binding specificities
are mainly due to structural changes in TF DNA-binding domains, which mostly arise through
point mutations (80) or following transposable element (TE) insertion (16). These events can
give rise to a new master regulator that preserves the original TF’s regulatory activity but acquires
a completely novel set of targets (Figure 5b). Apart from the binding specificity, full conservation
of hub feature A implies conservation of a TF’s regulatory activity. Changes in a TF’s regulatory
activity, as well as in its ability to form protein–protein interactions, are mainly due to structural
modifications to the TF’s regulatory domains (50). Such modifications ultimately drive the
evolution of rGE programs, but they might cause disruption of a plethora of necessary regulatory
interactions and consequently be negatively selected. However, gene duplication, in the form of
either single-gene duplication or whole-genome duplication (WGD), is a major force that allows
the expansion of rGE programs while preserving all the original regulatory interactions, thus
releasing the evolutionary constraints imposed by pleiotropy. The extra TF copies are in fact free
to acquire alternative binding specificities and regulatory activities (66).

The second master regulator–related feature affecting the evolution of tissue rGE programs is
the regulated expression of the TF (hub feature B), as conservation of the TF expression profile
in homologous tissues is key to the conservation of ancestral rGE programs across species. How-
ever, specific expansions of the ancestral TF expression profiles have been known to drive rGE
program divergence without necessarily affecting the ancestral regulatory programs and are likely
one of the major drivers of phenotypic evolution (109, 110). In many cases, new cis-regulatory
elements enable the TF to be transcribed in novel tissues, expanding the rGE program it orches-
trates while conserving all ancestral interactions (102, 133). As per feature A, this type of rGE pro-
gram expansion is usually boosted by gene duplication. Gene duplicates normally undergo one of
three possible fates in terms of expression profiles across tissues: (a) redundancy, i.e., all duplicates
preserve the ancestral expression profile; (b) subfunctionalization, where the ancestral tissues are
partitioned between the duplicates; and (c) specialization, with one or some of the duplicates con-
serving the ancestral profile but one or some of the others restricting their expression to specific
tissues. Remarkably, specialization seems to be the prevalent scenario for gene duplicates derived
fromWGDs throughout vertebrate evolution (62, 69). In summary, divergence at the level of hub
features A and B (i.e.,TF binding specificities/regulatory activity and expression patterns) are ways
through which homologous master regulators can potentially end up coordinating quite different
molecular programs (schematized in Figure 5b), particularly when gene duplication grants the
preservation of ancestral networks and allows TFs to explore novel evolutionary trajectories.

The evolutionary fate of rGE programs also relies on target-related features. In principle,
full conservation of an rGE program requires identical pools of target genes (node feature C);
therefore, loss of ancestral targets and/or integration of novel ones generates molecular diversity
between species. Indeed, gene gain and loss have been shown to be important genome remodeling
forces throughout metazoan and bilaterian evolution (21, 33, 86). Notably, a fully conserved TF
(hub features A and B) regulates conserved gene targets (node feature C) only when all these
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targets are surrounded by the adequate auxiliary cis-regulatory elements, i.e., elements bearing the
binding motif recognized by the master regulator (edge feature D). In some cases, cis-regulatory
elements are conserved across large evolutionary distances (15, 98), but changes in cis-regulatory
landscapes are arguably the most powerful and common determinants of rGE program rewiring
(32, 54), often driving co-option of existing genes into novel regulatory networks (1). In general,
single auxiliary cis-regulatory elements (enhancers/silencers) are less conserved and more plastic
compared to core elements (promoters), even at short evolutionary distances (such as within mam-
mals) (84, 127). Most recent enhancers originated through exaptation of existing sequence (127),
but TE expansion also contributed to rGE programs’ divergence. In particular, some TEs harbor
TF binding sites that can potentially act as enhancers/silencers to fine-tune the expression of the
genes surrounding the insertion locus. Remarkably, a substantial fraction of mammalian auxiliary
cis-regulatory elements were derived from TEs, with clear genomic evidence that their TF
binding sites were already present at the moment of insertion and could thus be immediately re-
cruited into extant programs (67, 70, 95, 101). Another way through which auxiliary cis-regulatory
elements can originate is the conversion of promoters into enhancers, which seems to have been a
meaningful mechanism that was active at least throughout mammalian evolution (10, 95).Of note,
the plasticity at the level of individual auxiliary cis-regulatory elements does not necessarily imply
divergent regulatory outcomes, as it was shown that mammalian genes associated with complex
regulatory landscapes (i.e., with a high number of cis-regulatory elements) present conserved
gene expression levels independently from the conservation of the individual elements (5).

4.2. Evolution of rAS Programs

AsTFs and SFs establish tissue-specificmolecular programs following the same fundamental prin-
ciples, it is not surprising that the evolution of rAS programs is determined by the same key features
that impact the evolution of rGE programs. First of all, conservation of rAS programs requires
homologous SFs to preserve their ancestral binding specificity and regulatory activity (hub feature
A). In this respect, a study characterizing the binding specificities for more than 200 RNA-binding
proteins (RBPs) from different eukaryotic species showed that RBPs with similar RNA-binding
domains (i.e., up to 70% of sequence identity) tended to recognize analogous binding motifs (92).
This result indicated that RNA-binding specificities can be deduced from sequence homologies,
providing useful practical knowledge to distinguish between cases in which homologous SFs pos-
sibly direct homologous rAS programs and cases where sequence divergence at the RNA-binding
domain level led to divergence of the regulated targets. Conservation or divergence of the ances-
tral rAS programs also depends on whether homologous SFs preserve their regulated expression
profile (hub feature B). Similarly to rGE programs, gene duplication offers good opportunities
in terms of rAS program rewiring, although these changes in master regulators are likely scarce.
In this respect, LS2 is an interesting case of a Drosophila-specific SF derived from the duplication
of the general splicing factor U2AF2, which developed a distinct, testis-specific expression profile
(113).

As per rGE, the evolution of rAS programs is particularly shaped at the target level (Figure 5b).
Conservation of ancestral rAS programs implies conservation of the target exons (node feature C)
and of their aptitude to be regulated by a particular SF (edge feature D). Features C and D in rAS
programs are much more plastic compared to their rGE counterparts and are the main drivers
of rAS programs’ evolution. Conservation of target exons strongly depends on the conservation
of exon–intron structures. Importantly, both introns and exons can be gained and lost, with
different consequences for the ancestral mRNA sequence. On one hand, although intron gains
and losses leave the ancestral mRNA sequence unaltered, they give rise to novel exon entities that
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differentially impact isoform function when alternatively spliced. For example, an intron gain
within an existing exon would generate two novel exon entities, even if the sequence they are
composed of is ancestral; in the same way, intron loss mediates the fusion of two ancestral exons
into a unique, novel exon entity with distinct effects upon inclusion or skipping. The frequency
of changes in exon–intron architectures caused by intron gain and loss are quite variable across
bilaterians, but they can be very common in certain clades (17).On the other hand, ancestral exons
can be lost, and additional exons, which were not contained in the ancestral mRNA sequence,
can arise in a gene following the incorporation of extra sequence. The latter mainly occurs with
three modalities: (a) exon shuffling, through which a gene receives an existing exon (or sets of
exons) from another gene; (b) exon duplication, where one or more of its exons undergo in loco
duplication; and (c) exonization of genomic sequences, which often involves TEs (e.g., Alus) (49).
These novel exons can be then recruited to preexistent rAS programs.

Exon entities (either novel or ancestral) can be integrated into or removed from an rAS pro-
gram through the acquisition or loss of specific SF-responsive cis-regulatory elements that deter-
mine their predisposition to be alternatively spliced in a regulated manner. In some cases, novel
or ancestral exons can be directly recruited into an rAS program through the acquisition of spe-
cific SF-responsive elements (45). In other cases, the predisposition of an exon to be alternatively
spliced (for example, because of weak splice sites) precedes its integration into specific SF-directed
rAS programs (9). Thus, to fully shed light on the evolutionary histories of these rAS targets, it is
important to first understand how exons can eventually become alternatively spliced. For ancestral
constitutive exons, this involves either weakening splice site mutations, which induce suboptimal
spliceosome recognition and thus exon skipping (49), or changing other cis-regulatory elements.
This process, referred to as exon alternativization, has been shown to occur recurrently across
vertebrate evolution (76). Notably, there are several ways through which the overall characteris-
tics of the exon–intron structure are linked to exon skipping emergence (25, 29). On the contrary,
for novel exons, their genomic origin and alternative splicing pattern are usually tightly linked.
The modalities through which novel exons are generated (see above) can be good predictors of
their regulatory fates: Duplicated exons tend to preserve the splicing status of the original exons
(i.e., duplicates of alternative exons also tend to be alternatively spliced), and Alu elements that
undergo exonization generally originate directly as alternative or cryptic exons (105). In fact, these
two patterns are in line with the more general observation that exon skipping is often associated
with recent exon creation (58, 78, 83, 118). Regardless of their evolutionary history, alternatively
spliced exons (i.e., either novel or evolved ancestrally constitutive exons) can be integrated into
particular rAS programs only through a tight, SF-driven regulation mediated by the acquisition
of SF-responsive cis-regulatory elements. These cis-regulatory elements underwent fast turnovers
throughout bilaterian evolution, leading to rapid changes in rAS programs and several instances
of homologous exons with divergent regulatory patterns (120).

5. THE THREE-DIMENSIONAL-EVO SPACE

In this section, we conceptually step into the abstract volume defined by the molecular, tissue, and
evolution axes (the 3D-evo space) and combine all of their perspectives. First, we discuss general
trends of rGE and rAS evolution in the context of bilaterian tissues; then, we focus on specific
examples for each regulatory mechanism.

5.1. General Trends of rGE and rAS Evolution

The advent of RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) technologies in the last decade has allowed the un-
biased, genome-wide reconstruction of transcriptomic landscapes across a wide range of tissues
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and species, even if some microarray studies had previously provided information in this respect
(31, 60). The investigation of rGE and rAS evolution involves the comparison of transcriptional
profiles of orthologous entities (genes and exons, respectively) typically across homologous tis-
sues.While many of the existing multispecies and multitissue studies investigating trends of rGE
and rAS evolution are restricted to vertebrate clades, especially within mammals, they still provide
unique insights that set the basis for the same investigation at the bilaterian level.

Brawand et al. (7) performed one of the first evolutionary studies built upon a multispecies
(10 Amniota species) and multitissue (6 tissues) RNA-seq data set. Among other groundbreaking
observations, they highlighted the greater transcriptomic similarity between homologous tissues
in different species compared to that between nonhomologous tissues within the same species
[previously observed more limitedly (11)]. This finding implies high evolutionary conservation
of rGE tissue programs and was later replicated (111) and recently expanded (12). In particular,
Chen et al. (12) focused on a set of 17 mammalian species and 7 tissues across which they also
modeled expression evolution. They discovered that ∼95% of the mammalian-conserved genes
evolve under stabilizing selection in at least one of the tissues. This finding further supports the
notion that homologous tissues present highly conserved rGE programs, and researchers actually
demonstrated that the more recent the separation between two tissues (i.e., the more evolution-
arily related they are), the higher the level of correlated transcriptome evolution (i.e., the impact
of genes that drive codependent evolution) (59).

Notwithstanding the high general conservation of rGE tissue programs among vertebrates, dif-
ferent tissues indeed experience distinct rates of transcriptomic evolution, with neural and testis
being the slowest- and fastest-evolving tissues, respectively, in amniotes (7). These evolutionary
rates are directly related to the number of genes that undergo expression shifts, as both modular
expression shifts (e.g., groups of tissue-specific genes that coordinately change expression patterns)
and single-gene expression shifts are overall highly abundant in testis and scarce in brain (7). No-
tably, modular expression shifts are likely due to alterations at the level of the master regulator
(hub features A and B), which can simultaneously affect a wide range of targets, while single-gene
expression shifts are probably triggered by modifications at the cis-regulatory level of the gene tar-
get (edge feature D). Similar frameworks led to the characterization of hundreds of tissue-specific
expression shifts between primates and rodents (12) and among vertebrates (24). This characteri-
zation also highlighted the existence of tissue-specific propensities—pairs of tissues among which
expression shifts occur more often than expected by chance (e.g., testis–ovary, testis–brain, and
liver–kidney) (24). Importantly, the characterization of the expression shifts in all of these studies
is impaired by the use of undersampled phylogenies, which led to false discovery rates of ∼20%
or higher, according to the authors’ estimates (12, 24). However, they can still provide valuable
knowledge regarding the evolutionary rewiring of tissue rGE programs, setting a starting point
for case-by-case validations.

In summary, the main, common results of all of these studies is that the rGE programs of
homologous tissues tend to be highly conserved in the course of vertebrate evolution, even if ex-
pression shifts and partial rewiring of tissue rGE networks could indeed be detected. Interestingly,
similar investigations at the level of rAS programs led to quite different conclusions. In two mile-
stone articles, researchers analyzed the evolution of alternative splicing profiles in 10 Tetrapoda
species and 6 tissues (2) and in 10 Amniota species and 9 tissues (76), reaching the concordant
conclusion that these profiles tended to be more similar between nonhomologous tissues in the
same species rather than between homologous tissues in different species. These results imply
low conservation of alternative splicing profiles across vertebrates and highlight the more plastic
and/or noisy nature of the process compared to gene expression patterns (75). However, restrict-
ing the analysis to cassette exons that are alternatively spliced across species (i.e., most likely finely
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controlled rAS events) revealed clear conservation of alternative splicing profiles across homolo-
gous tissues (2), similar to what has been observed for rGE. This trend was later confirmed for
larger exon sets conserved among human, mouse, and chicken (115) and among primates (93). All
together, these findings point to a meaningful degree of conservation of rAS programs, probably
associated with the definition of relevant biological traits.

5.2. Cases of rGE Program Evolution

As we reported in the previous paragraph, many studies have exploited multitissue and multi-
species RNA-seq data sets to identify general trends of rGE tissue evolution. While several such
trends have been characterized, considerably fewer studies have systematically evaluated the evo-
lution of distinct rGE programs in terms of the four key features we previously described (see
Section 4), especially at the bilaterian level. However, there are a few works that partially fit our
framework: For instance,Odom et al. (84) investigated the evolution of the rGE programs orches-
trated by four tissue-specific TFs (FOXA2, HNF1A, HNF4A, and HNF6) by comparing chro-
matin immunoprecipitation sequencing (ChIP-seq) data between human and mouse. These four
TFs present conserved binding specificity/regulatory activity (hub feature A) and conserved liver-
specific expression (hub feature B) between primates and rodents, but the rGE programs that they
determine strongly differ at the target level: In fact, a high percentage of orthologous regions (41–
89%) bound by the human TF were not recognized by their murine counterpart (or vice versa),
implying a large divergence in the pool of regulated targets among homologous genes (edge fea-
ture D).Moreover, even when orthologous target genes were regulated by the same factors in the
two species, only in one-third of cases did the TF binding sites actually align, suggesting conser-
vation of ancestral regulation (again related to edge feature D). In the other two-thirds of cases,
the sites bound by homologous TFs in human and mouse do not align, hinting at a potentially
convergent evolution of TF-responsive cis-regulatory elements.

5.3. Cases of rAS Program Evolution

Compared to rGE, fewer studies have been aimed at characterizing genome-wide patterns of rAS
tissue evolution, but we possess substantially more information regarding the evolutionary history
of individual tissue-specific rAS programs in terms of the four key features previously described.
In this section, we focus on three SF master regulators (SRRM3/SRRM4, NOVA1/NOVA2, and
ESRP1/ESRP2) and discuss the evolution of the tissue rAS programs they orchestrate among
bilaterians.

SRRM4 is highly expressed in neurons and necessary and sufficient for the implementation of
an rAS program of neuronal microexons (see Section 3). The ability of SRRM4 to regulate the
inclusion of short exons relies on the enhancer of microexons (eMIC) domain, which is shared
by its vertebrate paralog SRRM3 but not SRRM2 (119). Analysis of the SRRM2/SRRM3/SRRM4
ortholog in nonvertebrate bilaterian species provided insights into the evolutionary history of
these master regulators and their relative rAS programs.Most nonvertebrate bilaterians have only
one such ortholog (hereafter Srrm234), which presents an eMIC domain. Notably, the nonverte-
brate Srrm234 eMIC domain preserves the same binding specificity and regulatory activity as the
vertebrate eMIC domain (119), suggesting that the bilaterian ancestors already possessed an SF
master regulator with the ability to preferentially include short exons (hub feature A). Interest-
ingly, Srrm234 does not constitutively express the eMIC in nonvertebrate bilaterians but has an
alternative C-terminal exon isoform preferentially expressed at the neural level that indeed allows
the expression of the domain in neural tissues (119, 120) (hub feature B). However, conservation
at the SF master regulator level does not imply conservation of ancestral rAS programs at the
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target level. As we previously pointed out, changes in exon–intron structures are quite widespread
among distant bilaterian lineages, even if gene conservation itself is high. Surprisingly, only 12%
of fruit fly genes containing eMIC-dependent exons present a mouse ortholog also bearing an
eMIC-regulated exon; moreover, only 2.5% of such exons share the same position between the
two species, suggesting that they conserve an ancestral eMIC regulation (edge feature D), while
the others probably represent cases of convergent exon target evolution within orthologous genes
(120). Additionally, these results shed light on the high dynamicity of tissue rAS programs at the
target level between distant bilaterian clades, which evolve in a parallel way even when the SFmas-
ter regulator conserves its binding specificity, regulatory activity, and expression patterns. In fact,
both SRRM4 and its nonvertebrate ortholog Srrm234 regulate few targets hosted by cytoskeleton
genes, but mouse eMIC-dependent exons are preferentially located in genes involved in vesicle
transport, and fruit fly eMIC-regulated exons are mainly hosted by channel-related genes (120).

Other SFmaster regulators useful to illustrate a case of parallel and convergent evolution of tis-
sue rAS programs between distant bilaterian clades are NOVA1/NOVA2.NOVA1 and NOVA2 and
their nonvertebrate orthologs indeed present conserved binding specificities and regulatory activ-
ities (hub feature A) and adult expression patterns [i.e., they aremainly expressed at the neural level
in adults, despite broader andmore divergent expression patterns during development (hub feature
B)] across many bilaterians (41). However, the rAS programs they regulate are highly nonover-
lapping between vertebrate and nonvertebrate species due to large divergence at the target level.
While virtually 100% of vertebrate genes hosting NOVA1/NOVA2 exon targets are conserved in
closely related nonvertebrate species, only 40% of those target exons are indeed conserved (node
feature C). Moreover, the nonvertebrate orthologous exons present equivalent NOVA1/NOVA2
binding motifs (edge feature D) in only ∼10% of cases. Altogether, these results indicate that the
majority of the vertebrate NOVA1/NOVA2 rAS program was not assembled before the origin of
vertebrates, even if several ancestral exons have been co-opted as rAS targets (41). In addition to
this parallel evolution between bilaterian clades, there was a significant level of convergent ac-
quisition of NOVA1/NOVA2 exon targets between vertebrates and fruit fly orthologous genes: In
fact, more than 75% of the mouse NOVA2-dependent exons are hosted by genes whose fruit fly
ortholog also contains Nova-regulated exons, but such exon targets were independently acquired.
In other words, there is no orthology between the mouse and fruit fly Nova-regulated exon en-
tities found in most orthologous genes (71). This observation of both parallel and convergent
evolution was in line with what was previously observed for the rAS program orchestrated by
ESRP1/ESRP2 (9). ESRP1 and ESRP2 also conserve their binding specificity, regulatory activity,
and epithelial-associated expression (hub features A and B) across bilaterians; however, analyses
of target conservation shed further light on the distinct strategies of exon recruitment adopted at
different evolutionary distances. In fact, long-distance comparisons (i.e., human versus sea urchin)
show results consistent with those of SRRM3/SRRM4 and NOVA1/NOVA2 (i.e., mostly changes
at the level of node feature C), where a significant fraction of these independently evolved target
exons were convergently acquired by homologous genes. On the other hand, short-scale evolu-
tionary comparisons (i.e., human versus mouse and zebrafish) suggest mainly the recruitment of
preexisting alternative exons (i.e., changes in edge feature D).

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this review,we introduced the 3D-evo space as an innovative framework to thoroughly compare
rGE and rAS from different perspectives. In the context of the molecular axis, we described the
molecular basis of rGE and rAS programs in the light of their common fundamental principles
and unique features, particularly focusing on TFs and SFs as master regulators of biologically
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relevant programs. Through the tissue axis, we described how tissue-specific TFs and SFs or-
chestrate rGE and rAS programs necessary for the definition of multiple tissue traits in bilaterian
animals. Moving along the evolution axis, we conceptualized rGE/rAS programs as networks
and analyzed four network features (related to either the TF/SF master regulators or their
target gene/exon) that determine the evolution of ancestral molecular programs. Finally, we
conceptually stepped into the 3D-evo volume and unified the perspectives emerging from the
three axes by discussing general trends and specific examples of rGE and rAS program evolution
across bilaterian animals.We propose that future evolutionary studies of rGE and rAS will benefit
from using the 3D-evo space framework, as it provides a formal infrastructure to investigate
several crucial aspects of these molecular programs.
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